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glossary linus pauling institute oregon state university - c reactive protein crp a protein that is produced in the liver in
response to inflammation crp is a biomarker of inflammation that is strongly associated with the risk of cardiovascular events
such as myocardial infarction and stroke calcification the process of deposition of calcium salts in the formation of bone this
is a normal condition, lymphatic drainage system of the brain a novel target for - the brain lymphatic drainage system
may include perivascular pathway glymphatic system olfactory nasal and meningeal lymphatics the brain lymphatic drainage
system maintains homeostasis of brain and participates in immune responses and surveillance, functions of the nervous
system video lesson - first the nervous system collects sensory input from the body and external environment second the
nervous system then processes and interprets the sensory input, human brain neuroscience cognitive science - human
brain neuroscience cognitive science the human brain is the most complex processer of information on the planet our ability
to process information and store information is what makes us human information defines us information controls us
information teaches us know your processor understand the software and understand the hardware, endocrine system
discover the anatomy and function of glands - the endocrine system includes all of the glands of the body and the
hormones produced by those glands the glands are controlled directly by stimulation from the nervous system as well as by
chemical receptors in the blood and hormones produced by other glands, glossary pbs public broadcasting service acquired trait a phenotypic characteristic acquired during growth and development that is not genetically based and
therefore cannot be passed on to the next generation for example the large, stress the gut brain axis regulation by the
microbiome - the importance of the gut brain axis in regulating stress related responses has long been appreciated more
recently the microbiota has emerged as a key player in the control of this axis especially during conditions of stress
provoked by real or perceived homeostatic challenge, copper linus pauling institute oregon state university - espa ol
summary copper is an essential cofactor for oxidation reduction reactions involving copper containing oxidases copper
enzymes regulate various physiologic pathways such as energy production iron metabolism connective tissue maturation
and neurotransmission more information copper deficiency can result from malnutrition malabsorption or excessive zinc
intake and can be, b vitamins and the brain mechanisms dose and mdpi - the b vitamins comprise a group of eight
water soluble vitamins that perform essential closely inter related roles in cellular functioning acting as co enzymes in a vast
array of catabolic and anabolic enzymatic reactions their collective effects are particularly prevalent to numerous aspects of
brain function including energy production dna rna synthesis repair genomic and non genomic
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